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introduction

• Today, I’m going to outline why the 

computer games industry needs 

computer games research

• Yes, this is a transparent attempt to 

make you feel wanted!

• However, you actually are wanted, so it’s 

all ok!

• The only problem is that not everyone 

realises this…



constituencies

• (computer) Games studies addresses a 

number of constituencies

– The games industry

– Government

– Other academic disciplines

– Your own personal interests

• You know you have them!

• In classic lecturer style, I’m going to 

go through these one by one

• Warning: this is somewhat cynical…
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industry

• The games industry traditionaLly

views universities as training 

establishments

– They want US to train their employees

• They see no reason why they should 

contribute in any way towards this

• They tell us exactly what they want, 

then complain biTterly when we give

them it

• Oh, and we’re out of touch, too!



government

• A lot of games research is prompted by 
government concerns

– Which is to say, tabloid newspaper
concerns

• This research tends to be about 
adDiction, violence, children and 
… well, that’s about it

• Lack of understanding of games is not
regarded as an impediment

• research will continue until it produces 
the right answer…



academia

• Games are cOol and hip and trendy

• ALl other academic disciplines are mind-

numbing stodge

• Idea! Why not combine games with 

education or artificial intelligence or 

psychology or economics?

– Hmm, you’re not a gamer, are you?

• Because then you get cool and hip 

and trendy mind-numbing 
stodge, that’s why not!



Your own interests

• You study games because you like games

– Yes, you have a dozen explanations as to 

why this isn’t the case, but you’re lying

• You do like games. You love them!

– If not, change your research field now!

• But games are fun and therefore 

shameful! They’re not serious

– Even serious games aren’t serious

• Saying you like games is treated as if a 

criminologist said they liked crime



Rant recovery

• Ok, so those are the stereotypes

• Fortunately, things are changing

• Computer Games are growing up

– In part because players are growing up

• Games’ problems stemmed from feelings 

of inferiority compared to related 

forms

– Literature, Film, theatre, …

• But now, They’re acquiring legitimacy
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industry

• The games industry nEeds game research 

and increasingly knows it needs it

• Not just on the technical side

– A fact Which stiLl isn’t always recognised

– Developers seem to like reinventing wheels

• Except when it comes to writing databases, 

obviously…

• Designers want research on games as 

games

– It allows them to speak about what they do



example

• Take my own field, which is … what?

• I’m interested in the kind of thing 

exemplified by: world of warcraft, second 

life, eve online, lambdamoo, club penguin, 

age of conan, lineage 2, maple story, …

• What’s it caLled?

– There are game worlds, social worlds, some 

3D, some 2.5D, there’s 2D, there’s text

• Without the vocabulary, what’s 

similar can be treated as diSsimilar



unusual

• Compared to other creative industries, 

games are very unusual

• Literature: academics read novels and 

interpret what the noveLlist is saying

• Games: academics read games and 

interpret what the designer is saying

• Then the designer reads what the 

academic said and assimilates it

• Example: hero’s journey storylines



government

• two major games-related inter-

governmental conferences are coming up

– internet governance forum and meeting of Oecd

• The uk Government can’t harp on about 

addiction, violence and children 

When negotiating regulations on iP, tax

and frEedom of spEech

• can developers advise on this?

• No – but academics can (and, indeed, 

have done and ARE doing)



academia

• If I want to teach using a picture

and I can’t draw, I should get an 

artist

• If I want to teach using a game and I 

can’t design, I should get a designer



Art of games design

• For educational games, you need people who 

understand both education and games

• Educators would laugh if a game 

designer created a learning system 

using a ridiculously naïve pedagogy

• yet they wonder why game designers 

laugh at the games they create

• Now, though, educators are getting 

designers involved in serious games

• Likewise for other fields, eg. economics
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Your own interests

• Why Is it ok to study games?

• Ok? OK?! It’s more than ok! It’s 
absolutely teRrific!

• Playing Games is among the most 
important things human beings do

• Far from being some new, johnny-come-
lately cultural fad, games predate
culture

• Animals play games

• Eat that, literature!



vindication

• It’s only with the advent of COMPUTERS

that the significance of games has 

gradually become recognised

• This means there is a truly vast, 

unexplored territory out there

• You people are the pionEers! You get 

to open it up! You get to be first to see 

its wonders!

• And because designers listen, you get to 

change what you see, too!



conclusion

• Now is a marvelLous time to be 
studying computer games – for 
whatever reason

• The old walls are crumbling, and the 
glorious vistas they hid are waiting to 
be revealed

– You get to reveal them

– You get to be first to understand them

– You get theories named after you

• but most important of all, you get to 
play the beTter games that result!


